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0 of 0 review helpful Kyle Swanson outwits a Russian defector By Linda Schmidt Coughlin and Davis continue to 
write stand along novels even with this ninth in the Kyle Swanson series i e any reader can pick up Long Shot and 
enjoy the non stop action without having read any of the previous eight novels Kyle still works as a part time sniper 
for the CIA while keeping his cover as VP for Excalibur Enterprises Long Shot A top Russian intelligence agent has 
defected to the West and the only man with whom he will speak is Kyle Swanson who busted him out of the U S 
Marine Corps Scout Sniper School years ago The defector proves to be an Edward Snowden type gold mine of 
amazing secrets about the When Where and How of President Vladimir Pushkin s next grab for lost Soviet territory 
But Swanson now a special contractor with the CIA soon begins to believe that it is all fool s g ldquo Kyle Swanson 
returns for his boldest and best adventure yet Coughlin and Davis series only gets better with each installment Series 
fans will devour this one but new readers will enjoy it just as much as knowledge of prior novels in the seri 
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